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SHIPPING COST 

Create shipping cost rules for orders: 50% off shipping from 3 

items, free ship over $3000, 10% increase if the order weight is over 

10kg, etc. Encourage customers to buy more and adjust reasonable 

shipping costs. 

 

 

 

 

A product of PrestaHero 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Shipping Cost is a PrestaShop shipping cost module that allows you to create shipping cost 

rules for orders such as 50% off shipping from 3 items, free ship over $3000, 10% increase 

if the order weight is over 10kg, etc. Thereby encourage customers to buy more products 

to get offers or create rules to adjust reasonable shipping costs. 

*Shipping Cost is compatible with PrestaShop 1.7.x and PrestaShop 8.x 

 

II. INSTALLATION 
 

• Navigate to “Modules / Modules Manager” > click on “Upload a module / Select 

file”. 

• Select the module file “ets_shippingcost.zip” from your computer then click on 

“Open” to install. 

• Click on the “Configure” button of the module you just installed to open the 

module’s configuration page. 

 

III. SHIPPING COST RULES 
 

Shipping Cost module allows you to create any kinds of shipping cost rule you want to 

adjust the reasonable shipping cost for products or promotions such as Free shipping, Free 

shipping for orders over $3000, 30% off shipping from 2 or 3 items, or increase shipping fee if 

the actual shipping cost is much higher than the default. 

Open the “Shipping cost rules” page and click on the “Add new shipping rule” button to 

start adding a new shipping cost rule. 
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1. Information 

 

In this step, you need to select and enter the general information in the required fields: 

 

 

• Active: enable/disable this shipping cost rule. 

• Shipping rule and rule description: enter shipping rule name and its description. 

• Priority: shipping rules are applied by priority. A rule with a priority of “1” will be 

processed before a rule with priority of “2”. 

• Apply to carriers: select the carriers to which you want this rule to apply. 
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Click “Save & Next” to move to the next step. 

 

 

2. Conditions 

 

The module provides a list of shipping cost conditions that you can add to each shipping 

cost rule: customer condition, delivery location condition, shopping cart condition, and 

specific occasion condition. 

To add a new condition rule, click on “Add new condition” button. 

 

Select a condition type you want to add: 
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2.1. Specific customer 

Select the specific customer(s) who can use this shipping cost rule by searching their name 

or email. 

Click on the “Save” button to finish. 

 

2.2. Customer group 

Select the customer group(s) that can use this shipping cost rule and “Save”. 
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2.3. Customer registration time 

Fill in the necessary conditions that the customer needs to satisfy to be able to use this 

discount rule such as registration period, days since registration. 

Click on the “Save” button to finish. 

 

2.4. Zone 

Select zone(s) where you want to apply this shipping cost rule. If you want to choose more 

than 1 zone, hold down the "Ctrl" key and click on the zones you want. 

Click “Save” to finish. 
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2.5. Country 

You can find and select the countries easier by filtering the zone first, then select the 

countries in the zone to which you want this shipping cost rule to apply (if you want to 

choose more than 1 country, hold down the "Ctrl" key and click on the countries you 

want). 

Click “Save” to finish. 

 

2.6. State 
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Choosing a state is the same, you filter the zone and country first, then select the state(s) to 

which you want this shipping cost rule to apply. 

Click “Save” to finish. 

 

2.7. Zip code/Postal code 

Read the detailed instructions in this section to set the right condition, you can also add the 

zip code/postal code conditions you want by clicking the "Add" button. 

 

2.8. Cart amount 
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Customers with the total cart value satisfy this condition will be able to use the shipping 

cost rule. 

Click “Save” to finish. 

 

 

2.9. Products in cart 

Customers with a shopping cart satisfy this condition will be able to use the shipping cost 

rule. You can open the “Advanced settings” section to specify more detailed conditions. 

Click “Save” to finish. 
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2.10. Specific occasion 

Select a specific occasion (hour, day, month, or period) to apply this shipping cost rule. For 

example, the golden hour promotion is from 17:00 to 18:00 on Sat & Sun. 

Click “Save” to finish. 
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You are able to add as many conditions as you want until it matches the shipping cost rule 

you need. Click “Next” to move to the next step. 

 

 

3. Action 

 

Our module allows you to freely customize the action for each shipping cost rule and set up 

the effect of shipping cost rules on the default shipping fee such as increase / decrease / 

replace default shipping cost or mark it as "Free shipping". 
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3.1. Increase default shipping cost 

When you choose this action, this rule will increase the default shipping cost. You can apply 

this action to products/orders with a large weight, their shipping costs are much higher 

than default to reduce the burden on the store. You can completely select the way to 

calculate cost by 4 available ways. 

For example, calculate cost by the percentage of default shipping cost: the shipping cost 

will increase by 20% over the default shipping cost. 
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3.2. Decrease default shipping cost 

When you choose this action, this rule will reduce the default shipping cost. You can apply 

this action to create promotions to attract or support if a customer's purchase reaches a 

certain threshold. You can also choose how to calculate the cost in 4 available ways as 

above. 

Example: calculate shipping cost by the percentage of the total product price: 

If your order cost 100$, shipping cost 30$. 

The customer will get a 20% discount on the total order value, which means the customer 

will get 20% off of 100$ - is 20$. So, that customer will only have to pay 10$ for the shipping 

cost.  

 

 

3.3. Replace default shipping cost by the cost of this rule 

The default shipping cost will be replaced by the cost of this rule if you choose this action. 
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Example: Calculate shipping cost by a fixed amount: 

If you set the amount value as 25$, the default shipping cost will be replaced by 25$, and all 

customers who qualify to use this rule will have to pay a 25$ shipping fee. 

 

 

You can choose to calculate the shipping cost using the formula. The module provides 3 

formulas available for your reference, you can choose or completely create the formula you 

want and insert the available variables into the formula to calculate. 

Example: 5$ for the first product, and 3$ for each next product. We will have the following 

formula: 5+3*(totalquantity-1). 

If the customer buys 4 products, the shipping fee the customer will have to pay will be: 

5+3(4-1) = 14$ 
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Click “Save and Next” to move to the next step. 

 

4. Promote 

 

Note: You even can apply tax rules to the cost after calculating, just choose the tax rule you 

want to apply with this shipping cost rule. 
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Shipping Cost module supports 4 ways to promote your shipping cost rule to customers: 

display notification message, banner, popup and highlight bar.  

To add new promotion way, click on “Add new way to promote shipping rule” button. 

 

 

4.1. Notification message 

• You can use the available tags to insert the specific values into the notification 

message. You can also enter notification message in multiple languages. 

• Select the position(s) to display your notification message. 

• Click “Save” to finish. 
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Look at an example of how a notification message display on the product page: 
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4.2. Banner 

• You can upload an image for a banner to promote the shipping cost rule. 

Available image type: jpg, png, gif. 

• Both banner and banner link can be uploaded for multiple languages. 

• Select the position(s) to display your banner. 

• Click on “Save” button to finish. 
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Here is an example of banner on header: 
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4.3. Popup 

• Fill in the popup title and content, use the available tags to insert the specific values 

if needed. Popup title and popup content can be filled in multiple languages. 
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• Customize the color of popup elements as you want. 

• Click “Save” to finish. 

 

Look at an example of shipping cost rule popup on the front office: 
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4.4. Highlight bar 

• Fill in the highlight bar content, use the available tags to insert the specific values if 

needed. The content can be filled in multiple languages. 

• Customize the color as you want. 

• Click “Save” to finish. 
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Here is an example of a highlight bar: 

 

You can use multiple promote ways for each shipping cost rule. Click on the “Finish” button 

to complete a shipping cost rule configuration. 
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IV. STATISTICS 
 

Statistics help you track shipping cost rule activities on your store: rule status, number of 

customers/orders each shipping cost rules apply, etc. 

 

You can view a detailed report for a shipping cost rule: 
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V. SETTINGS 
 

On the "Settings" tab, you can choose the order status to calculate the total order amount. 
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VI. THANK YOU 
 

Thank you again for purchasing our module and going through this documentation. We 

hope this documentation has provided all necessary information to help you successfully 

set up and use our Shipping Cost module. 

If you do have any questions for which the answer is not available on this documentation, 

please feel free to contact us. 


